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Dell XPS 14z laptop, which hit the market last November, 2011, is considered to be the thinnest fully
featured 14-inch laptop till date, with built in internal optical drive, discrete graphics option and Intel
second-generation Core i5 and i7 processors it brings a subtle balance between work and home life.
HD WLED-display in sync with 14-inch screen is to accentuate the entertainment aspect. The step
is not the only of its kind from Dell, you might be aware of Inspiron all-in-one computer and Vostro
V131 laptop which were buzz for the mobile professionals. However, all share a common interest
i.e., appetite for performance and elegance.

Thus, achieve personal and professional pursuits without leaning-down the style quotient.  Dell XPS
laptops offer one-click access to favorite content, including music, photos and video in support with
the Dell Stage user interface. SyncUP powered with Nero is to let you share content across your
network PCs in a hassle-free manner. Built-in Intel Centrino Advanced-N 6230 802.11 A/G/N and
Bluetooth 3.0 will help you assimilating data over the Internet in a quick and error-free state.

In terms of external connectivity the laptop holds most of the ports on the rear side mitigating clutter
on the side. The Dell XPS 14z gets one USB 3.0 port, one USB 2.0 port, an HDMI slot, a mini
Display port and an Ethernet port, all of which are placed on the rear of the laptop. A slot-loading
DVD writer, SDXC card reader and headphone plus microphone jacks can be found on the laptopâ€™s
sides. 8-cell lithium battery is sufficient enough to backup up your task for 7 hours.

Are you actually interested in the product? Going with Dell Review from known sources like PCMag,
PC World, and others could help you to make better choice and invest intellectually. The product
bags good points in terms of style, performance and portability but a slight improvement is required
regarding screen-resolution and customization option. As the product is shipped with Windows 7
Home Premium (64-bit) so chances of software conflicts are very rare.

The asking price $1099.99 can also be a matter of concern. Compare different laptop products in
the same price slabs in terms of features, performance, portability and backup before you break the
ice.

Like other Dell products, it too comes with 3-year warranty. But thatâ€™s regarding hardware
components; software section still remains the most vulnerable. There can be problems with the
Windows operating system, Microsoft Office and 3rd party applications. Issues related to the
Internet connectivity, damaged registry, driver conflicts are also on the timeline. Here comes the role
of Dell Support, a 24/7 portal powered by certified technicians, making sure that you never have to
experience bad time with Dell. Technicians can take the remote access of your Dell machine to
diagnose, troubleshoot and fix any related problems. Wade through the knowledgebase to discover
the Dell intellect.

To reap the soaring Dell market, third-party core-customer service operations have also jumped into
the fray to deliver reliable and effective Dell technical support service. Thus, being a Dell customer,
you are privileged to have multiple doors to choose from. Go the way which suits the best and is
more affordable to your pocket.
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